
Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: fruit
Add the word fruit to these sentences.

The tree produced lots of .

“Would you like some  juice?”

Apples are a type of .

The berries should  in May.

Trace the word fruit. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word fruit. 

Write your own sentence containing the word fruit.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word fruit. 

    friut      fruite  froot

Write the syllables of the word fruit 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word fruit.

Now write the full word.
Write another word that you can make 

out of the letters in the word fruit.

fruit

Which word classes does the word 
fruit belong to? 

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

fruit
fruit

fru         

t

           it

f



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: grammar
Add the word grammar to these sentences.

I know a lot about .

“How is your  ?” asked Helen.

 teaches you the rules 
of a language.

I have a new book on  .

Trace the word grammar. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word grammar. 

Write your own sentence containing the word grammar.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word grammar. 

          grammer gramar                      grammare

Write the syllables of the word 
grammar inside the hands.

Finish off the word grammar.

Now write the full word.
Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word grammar.

grammar

Which word class does the word 
grammar belong to? 

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

grammar
grammar

gram         

r

           mar

g



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: group
Add the word group to these sentences.

I have collected a  of stamps.

“Where’s my   ” asked Brenda.

They are my favourite pop  .

Please  the buttons by colour.

Trace the word group. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word group. 

Write your own sentence containing the word group.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word group. 

        gruop        groop                            groupe

Write the syllables of the word group 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word group.

Now write the full word.
Which of these words can mean 

the same as group?

collection    construction    contribution

group

Which word classes does the word 
group belong to? 

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

group
group

gro         

p

           oup

g



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: guard
Add the word guard to these sentences.

My mum is a security .

“Call the !” screeched Jimmy. 

We must  the precious treasure

The security staff are permanently 

on               .

Trace the word guard. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word guard. 

Write your own sentence containing the word guard.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word guard. 

gaurd                       gard                       guarde

Write the syllables of the word guard 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word guard.

Now write the full word.
Which of these words can mean 

the same as guard?

perfect      present      protect      prefer

guard

Which word classes does the word 
guard belong to? 

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

guard
guard

gua         

d

           ard

g



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: guide
Add the word guide to these sentences.

Let me  you through this.

“I’m your ,” introduced Nigel. 

I bought a  to Rome 

for my holiday.

They are my spiritual .

Trace the word guide. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word guide. 

Write your own sentence containing the word guide.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word guide. 

giude                      gide                        giede

Write the syllables of the word guide 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word guide.

Now write the full word.
Which of these words can mean 

the same as guide?

manner     mentor     traitor     reader

guide

Which word classes does the word 
guide belong to? 

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

guide
guide

gui         

e

           ide

g


